
 
 
 
1st Badass Feminist Blog Organizing Meeting Minutes 
February 4th, 2013 
 
In attendance: 
Jacqueline Hayes 
Elise Newkirk 
Beth Newkirk 
Keri Kresler 
Carmen Duncan 
Jennet Jones 
Renee Anorue 
Annie Johnson 
Jacqui Williams 
Jean Fei 
Sean McGraw 
Sarah Podber 
Carmen Rau 
Fiona Thompson 
Blue Carreker 
Becca Tell 
 
Agenda Items: 
 
Welcome 
Overview of Holding Our Own and our reasons for organizing the creation of a feminist blog. 
 
Introductions 
Who are you? Why are you interested in being part of this effort? 
 
Structure & Logistics 
Holding Our Own’s role 
 
Brainstorm—What should be part of this feminist blog? Topics? Articles? Issues? 
 
What resources, skills and time do we have to accomplish this? 
 
Possible teams:  

 Guidelines for moderation 
 Design, setup and appearance 
 Content 
 Administration 

 
 



 
 
 
Discussion 
 
Structure: As a non-profit, Holding Our Own has certain restrictions and reserves the right to 
final veto on anything that might violate our non-profit status. Guidelines on posting, content and 
moderation will be developed by the group. HOO will be responsible for making certain these 
guidelines comply with non-profit restrictions. As much as possible will be controlled by the 
group. 
 
Introductions: 
The quick go-around yielded a number of different themes with regard to why attendees are 
interested in a group feminist blog. 
 
Among the themes was an interest in: 
 
1. Radical/feminist parenting.  
2. Reframing the issues—how policy and issues impact from a feminist perspective. 
3. Local government watch—report backs from policy-making bodies such as the Common 
Council and County Legislature. Help to establish an alternative analysis to engage more women 
(feminists) in politics. 
4. Bridge the  youth gap—bring in young women ages 13 and up 
5. Writing! Document the history of feminism in our region 
6. Provide an alternative voice to the racist, classist, homophobic news media 
7. Write collaboratively. 
8. Create a conduit for young feminists to engage in dialogue. 
9. Create a space for feminist analysis that is not exclusively focused on pop culture. 
10. Space for discussing “outside the box” relationships 
 
Brainstorm 
 
Topics(for subject areas/ articles) strongly reflected participants’ interest as noted above. 
 

• Government watch (local) including public policy, hearings on public policy, rallies and 
protests 

• Immigration/Economic issues 
• Legislative process (how it works) 
• Reproductive Justice/Economic Justice 
• Environmental Justice (how it intersects other issues) 
• Radical aging 
• Women & Spirituality 
• Relationships 
• Money—how we juggle 
• Revisioning work 
• Radical parenting including adult children 



• Art & Music 
• Movie and book reviews from a feminist perspective 
• DIY section 
• Venue reviews 
• Queer issues 
• A WTF? Section—I think this was for rants? 

 
We also had much discussion about how this could all be organized. Suggestions ranged from 
organizing the blog by topic, types of writing (creative, journalistic, analytical, etc.), free-for-all 
(anyone can post at anytime on any subject), themed (one topic/issue at a time). Another 
suggestion was to organize teams of people to be responsible for a subject area and the content 
posting weekly. 
 
We agreed that the list of topics is limitless, but there were some themes that emerged with 
regard to the overall content. Specifically, “intersectionality” came up multiple times as 
something the group seemed to believe was key to making a true feminist blog. Open 
commenting and creating a dialogue with the larger community was also emphasized. We should 
invite people to post, comment and be as inclusive and “invitational” as possible. 
 
Roles, resources and skills discussion 
 

Roles that would need to be filled include: 
 
Writers 
Writing Coaches 
Editors—both for content (insuring content is available on deadline, clear, correct and 
understandable) and perhaps separately for compliance with various guidelines—legal and blog-
based.  
Moderators 
Buzzmakers—these might be folks who make sure the blog post get seen on other social media 
sites—social media integration with facebook, twitter and the others. 
Graphic Designer—setup and appearance 
Commentors—people who respond to posts (might be part of a team?) 
IT Person/Webmaster—for the blog back end. 
Theme-planner 
Fact checker 
 

Resources and skills in the room or interested: 
 
Copy-editing—Sean M., Fiona, Nadya, Fiona, Alethia 
Writer's coach - Jacqui, Jean, Fiona 
Media—connecting our blogger experts with mainstream media—Jackie H. 
Blogging/Social Media—Jennet, Keri 
Informants (we’re not going to list their names here☺) 
Video and /or photography—Sean M. and Seantel 
Venue reviews (especially Vegan restaurants) & DIY --Beth 



Coverage of local policy-making bodies—Keri 
Graphic Design--Jennet 
 
Next Steps 
 
Goal is to kick off  March 8, International Women’s Day 
 
Working meeting in 2 weeks will do a meeting wizard. 
 
Propose guidelines for structure: Sarah, Carmen R. and Carmen D. will come up with guidelines 
and send out to group before next meeting. 
 
Propose first theme area 
 
Propose Editorial Committee 
 
 
 
 


